Keywords: Interface Automata, Z Notation, Hybrid Automata, Refinement checking 1. Introduction. Modern software systems are comprised of numerous components, and are made larger through the use of software frameworks. Hybrid software/hardware systems exhibit various behavioral aspects such as discrete and continuous transition, communication between components, and state transformation inside components. To ensure the correctness of these processes, formal specification techniques for such systems have to be able to describe all these aspects. Unfortunately, a single specification technique that is well suited for all these aspects is yet not available. Instead one needs various specialized techniques that are very good at describing individual aspects of system behavior. This observation has led to research into the combination and semantic integration of specification techniques. In this paper we combine three well researched specification techniques: Interface automata, multirate hybrid automata and Z.
ZIA and HZIA in [5, 6] . In this paper, for the decidability of our refinement checking algorithm, we add some constrains to HZIA, named MZIA, which can be used to specify hybrid behavioral and the data structure aspects of a system as well.
Definition 2.1. A multirate hybrid interface automata with Z (MZIA)
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Definition 3.2. Consider two Z schemas A and B we use the notation AB
In the following, we give a refinement relation between MZIAs. For MZIAs, a state has not only behavior properties but also data properties. Therefore this refinement relation involves both the refinement relation between behavior properties and the refinement relation between data properties. 
the following conditions hold: , where  is the set of real numbers. Obviously, P is an infinite state system. For the decidability of our refinement checking algorithm, we should first convert infinite-state to finite-state. To obtain a finite representation for infinite state space of MZIA, we give the definition of MZIA with finite domain in this section.
In [7] , the author proposed a constraint system called multirate zone for the representation and manipulation of multirate hybrid automata state-spaces. A multirate zone is a conjunction of inequalities of the following types: ax by c  
, xc  , and cx  , where
. Furthermore, the author showed that a multirate zone can be represented by a difference constraint matrix (DCM) and also gave three operations on DCMs: intersection, variable reset, and elapsing of time and proved that DCMs keep closed to the three operations.
We use multirate zone as the basis for the infinite state-space exploring of multirate hybrid automata, as well as for MZIAs. Furthermore, we introduce DCM to realize the multirate zones in the computer expediently. Here we will introduce a class of MZIAs, for which refinement checking problem is decidable. As multirate hybrid automata can be represented by DCM, so we get the finite state-space of MZIA with finite domain easily.
5. MZIA with Finite Domain. In the previous section, we represent multirate zones by difference constraint matrix. So it is easy for us to realize the process of MZIA P converting to MZIA with finite domain () P  . In this section we present an algorithm RC for checking refinement relation over MZIAs with finite domain. Suppose () P  and () Q  are two MZIAs with finite domain, the algorithm is given as follows: By the above Lemmas, we have the following proposition: Proposition 5.1. The algorithm RC(P,Q) given in the above terminates and is correct, i.e., it returns true iff P M  Q.
6. Conclusions. In this paper, we define a combination of interface automata, multirate hybrid automata and Z called MZIA, which can be applied to specify the behavior and data structures properties of a hybrid system. In [5] , we proposed the ZIA model, but this model cannot describe the hybrid properties. Then we proposed HZIA model in [6] , but we didn't give the refinement checking algorithm. In [7] , the author proposed the model checking procedure for the initialized multirate hybrid automata, but his model can't describe the behavior of the interfaces between components and the data structures properties of the system. Furthermore, we define the refinement relation for MZIA. At last, to verify systems, we provide a refinement checking algorithm for MZIAs with finite domain. The function Match a , performs a depth-first search on the product of the two labeled transition graphs. If one state fails to match another's transitions then they are not refinement and return false, otherwise return true.
The correctness of the algorithm for refinement relation is not difficult to justify. Each call of Match a (p,q) performs a depth-first search in the product graph of the two transition graphs. This ensures that Match a (p,q) can only be called for finitely many times since the states spaces of P and Q are finite. So we have Lemma 5.2.
Example
We demonstrate the procedure for the refinement checking with a simple example.
MZIA P
Boiler has been widely used in thermal power station, ships, industrial and mining enterprises and so on. Here we consider a simple boiler plant including temperature controller, boiler system and pressure monitor, as in Fig. 1 . For convenience, we only consider the temperature and pressure in boiler system, and consider temperature monitor and pressure monitor as two components communicating with boiler system by some interfaces. To be specific, the boiler system will send the temperature value to the temperature monitor and the pressure value to the pressure monitor. Fig. 2 illustrates some states transitions of temperature and pressure, which is a MZIA model. The variable x and y represent the temperature and pressure, respectively. x! and y! mean the boiler system sends a output signal to the temperature monitor and the pressure monitor. Initially, we suppose that the temperature is 20(°C) and the pressure is standard atmospheric pressure, i.e. 100(Kpa). We omit the unit in the following. The automaton has four locations. The temperature and pressure are governed by derivatives in different location. The automaton starts in location l 0 . It can remain in that location as long as the pressure is less than or equal to 1000. As soon as the pressure is greater than or equal to 700, the automaton can make a transition to location l 1 and reset the pressure to 700. Simultaneously，the derivative of the pressure is reset to 30. The rest of the transitions are similar.
Fig. 2: States transitions of boiler system
We now see how the construction of the zones transitions described in the [7] . Multirate zones are represented by difference constraint matrix and the successor state is computed by the three operations on difference constraint matrix described above as well. . So we obtain
, which is given by the matrix: Now we model the above boiler system based on our model MZIA with finite domain , , , , , , , , , , , , , 
